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ABSTRACT 

There are at present contraddictory conclusions about 
solar activity and cosmogenic isotope production variation 
during Maunder Mini MUM. 

The interaction of solar wind with galactic cosmic raysr 
the dynamic behaviour of the Sun either as a system having an 
internal clock, and/ or as a forced non linear system , are 
important aspects that can shed new li9ht on solar physics? 
the Earth-Sun relationship and the climatic variation. 

An essential progress in the matter might be made by 
clarifying the cosmogenic isotope production during the 
Mentioned interval. As it seems that during Maunder Minimum 
the Be 10 production oscillates of about a factor of two» we 
have also to expect short scale enhanced variations in tree 
rins radiocarbon concentrations for the same interval. 

It is therefore highly desirable that for the same 
interval, that we would identify with 1640-1720 AD, detailed 
concentration measurements both of Be10( in dated polar ice 
in addition to those of Beer et al.) and of tree ring 
radiocarbon, be made with cross-checking, in samples of 
different latitudes , longitudes and within short and larse 
distance of the sea. The samples could be taken , as for 
example in samples from the central Mediterranean region, in 
the Baltic region and in other sites from central Europe and 
Asia. 

RIASSUNTO 

Per le previsioni del clima mondiale a lungo termine è di grande 
importanza lo studio della relazione terra-sole e dell'interazione 
del vento solare con le radiazioni cosmiche. Un progresso essenziale 
può essere dato dalla misura dei radionuclidi di origine cosmica 
prodotti durante il Minimo di Maunder (1640-1720 d . C , periodo di 
bassissimo numero di macchie solari). E' iniziato lo studio del 
Be-10 nei ghiacci polari e del radiocarbonio (C14) in singoli anelli 
degli alberi in diverse zone geografiche. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There is no doubt about the increase of the 
concentration of BelO in polar ice and C14 concentration in 
tree rinss during the Maunder Minimum of solar activity as 
found by Beer et al. (1985), Stuiver (1980) (see fig.1,2). 

During the same interval one can also observe short 
variations in BelO of the order of a factor 1.5-2 (see fis.l) 
that certainly can be considered outside of the experimental 
errors. Also oscillations of about 20 y period have been 
observed in the radiocarbon series from Soviet Union 
Laboratories ( Galli et al.» 1987 ) » there is also evidence 
of a significant cross-correlation in the Icycle/ 20 years 
frequency band between the same cosmosenic isotope series ( 
Galli et al.r 1987 ). However the phase shift» of about 10 
years we have found between the 20 y waves in the two series 
cannot be easily explained. On the other hand» precision 
radiocarbon measurements in United States and Europe (Stuiver 
and Becker» 1986; Pearson et al.» 1986 ) do not show 
appreciable sistematic 20y variation of this kind. 

These discrepancies may be due to the latitude 
differencies in atmospheric mixing and the variable residence 
tine of C02 before uptake by the sea as discussed by Fan et 
al.(1986 a»b>. 

Other discrepancies that are found in the amplitude of 
solar cycle concentration variation of radiocarbon» which are 
expected around 0.1-0.2 % (Siegenthaler et al.» 1980)» are 
extensively reported by Fovinec (1983). Results of Kocharov 
et al.(1985) 9ive an average amplitude of about 0.5%» while 
in a table reported by Povinec (1983) it results an average 
amplitude of solar cycle variations during modern times 
ranging from about 0.2*0.1 7. to about 0.7+0.5 % that 
certainly should reflect a real situation. 

As Maunder Minimum BelO rapid variations are of the 
order or greater of a factor of 1.5 (see fig.1) one might 
expect also appreciable rapid variations in the C14 
production. For the above reasons more accurate sets of 
cosmogenic data for that interval» would be highly desirable. 
At least one could have an idea» for the past» about the 
limits of the information » one could retrieve from Be10 in 
polar ice and from tree ring radiocarbon. 
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO BE CLARIFIED BY COSMOGENIC 
ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS 

The problems involved in the investisation about 
cosmosenic isotope production variations during Maunder 
Minimum are of cosiderable importance. First of allr knowing 
their fluctuations one could set an idea about galactic 
cosmic ray diffusion into the heliosphere» actually the 
effect of high speed solar wind, that mi9ht originate from a 
«»uiet region of the Sun» and of its associated magnetic 
turbulence» especially out of equatorial plane» is still 
debated. 

Low solar activity would favour both a regular Parker 
field and a lower number of turbulent diffusion regions» 
large fluctuations of cosmic ray intensity during Maunder 
Minimum may therefore 9ive information on the galactic cosmic 
ray diffusion coefficient when only a small number of 
interaction turbulent regions originates from the spot 
act i vi ty. 

A second and most important question is related to the 
persistence of a Schwabe '.--lly) or of the Hale cycle (~22y) 
through the Maunder Minimum hs the Sun had an internal clock 
as discussed by Dicke(198:>) and Bracewell (1986) sines the 
t mes of Elatina formations» or about to the possibility of 
the Sun behaviour as the a non linear dynamic system as 
d scussed by Weiss et al.(1984)» Ruzmaikin (1981 ) containing 
a certain number of internal oscillators changing phase and 
a-tiplitude from time to time or of a non linear system forced 
b/ an oscillator with the periodicity of the Hale cycle ( 
Calli et al.»1987). 

To try to get information on solar activity and cosmic 
rays during this important period that »for obviuos practical 
reasons» we would limit between 1640 and 1720» a considerable 
coordinated effort is netded. It would be desirable that 
Be10 in dated polar ice be measured for short time intervals 
in additions to the one? from Milcent of Beer et al. (1985). 

Another interesting thins would be to measure annual 
tree ring radiocarbon concentrations for the same epoch. 
There would be the advantages of the possibility of having 
cheaper measurements in easier datable matter. An adequate 
precision could be achieved» but environmental and climatic 
disturbances could be important and worth to be known. For 
this reason radiocarbon measurements might be made in samples 
from different latitudes » longitudes and within short and 
larse distance of the sea» for example in a sample from the 
central Mediterranean region» in another one from the Baltic 
region and in two more other from central Europe and Asia. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Concluding it can be easily recognized that in order to 
investigate and progressing in understanding in the fields of 
solar physics. cosmic ray in the heliosPherer Earth-Sun 
relationship and» most important. the effects of human 
activity and of solar output in the environment and their 
forecasting for the near future, one needs information on 
solar activity in the past. 

At the moment good potential sources of information on 
solar activity seem to be BelO concentreation in polar ice 
and C14 concentration in tree rings because. to a certain 
extent. they can potentially be dated with the precision of 
the year. Their extension may so beyond last few millennia 
for BelO and beyond last ten millennia for CIA. 

Still many things are not clear; short time variations 
of sensible amplitude of cosmogeni e isotopie production of 
the order of 20 X are expected, there might be important 
effects due to atmospheric variability in their precipitation. 
A better repeatibi1ity of measurements could help a good 
deal in the clarification. 

For the 10-20 year variation in C14 there are 
contraddictions about their detection and amplitude. Ue 
suggest that a collective effort to study the concentration 
of the mentioned cosmosenic isotopes during Haunder Kinimum 
is worth to be done. 

This misht clarify the matter and show to what extent 
the two sources can be exploited in order to have valuable 
information on solar activity and perhaps environmental 
conditions in the past. 
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